Abstract. Identifying the common 3-D substructure in two drug or protein molecules is an important problem in synthetic drug design and molecular biology. This problem can be represented by the following geometric pattern matching problem : given two point sets A and B in three-dimensions, and a real number > 0, nd the maximum cardinality subset S A for which there is an isometry I, such that each point of I(S) is within distance of a distinct point of B. Since it is di cult to solve this problem exactly, in this paper we have proposed several approximation algorithms with guaranteed approximation ratio. Our algorithms can be classi ed into two groups. In the rst we extend the notion of partial decision algorithms for -congruence of point sets in 2-D, to approximate the size of S. All the algorithms in this class exactly satisfy the constraint imposed by . In the second class of algorithms this constraint is satis ed only approximately. In the latter case, we improve the known approximation ratio for this class of algorithms, while keeping the time complexity unchanged. For the existing approximation ratio, we propose algorithms with substantially better running times. We also suggest several improvements of our basic algorithms, all of which have a running time of O(n 8:5 ). These improvements consist mainly of using randomization, and/or exploiting some general structural properties of protein molecules. As a result, we nally obtain an O(n 2:5 log n) algorithm for the protein sequence alignment problem.
Introduction
Determining the structural similarities between a pair of molecules is a central issue in both synthetic drug design and in studying biomolecular recognition and interaction of proteins. An underlying assumption in structure based drug design is that drug activity is obtained through the molecular recognition and binding of one molecule called the ligand to the pocket of another, usually larger, molecule, called the receptor. Thus, two drug molecules having a large common substructure might show similar drug activity because of the substructure binding or docking itself into the pocket of the receptor. Similarly, identifying the common substructure between two protein molecules is crucial to the understanding of how they work, since families of proteins retain a common underlying 3-D structure.
In view of these applications, this paper considers the following problem : given two molecules, nd the largest common rigid sub-unit contained in both the molecules. In other words, determine the rotation and translation of one molecule, relative to the other, for which the largest t or superimposition between the two occurs. It is convenient to view this problem in a geometric setting. Towards this end, we will view each molecule as a set of points in 3-D space where each point is representative of an atom of the molecule. This implies that for each atom we retain only its location information, ignoring what kind of an atom it is (e.g. Carbon, Nitrogen) 3 . The problem, therefore, is to nd a rigid transformation of one point set so that the number of points of the transformed set that are superimposed on the points of the other point set, is maximized.
This problem and some other related problems have been studied in computational geometry. In computational geometry parlance the above problem is called the largest common point set problem, or, LCP ATT97, AH]. An easier problem is that of determining whether two equal cardinality point sets are congruent, i.e. does there exist a rigid transformation of one set such that the other point set is superimposed on to the transformed point set Atk87, Aku92, AMWW88]. A generalization of this, called the congruent copy detection, asks, given two point sets A and B, whether there exists a rigid transformation under which A becomes congruent to a subset of B CGH + 93, GMO94, dRL95] . The LCP as studied in computational geometry ATT97] does not, however, directly apply to our problem. Since atom positions are fuzzy, it is impractical to consider an exact match between two atoms. Therefore, two points p 1 and p 2 representing two atoms should be considered superimposed if the distance between p 1 and p 2 is less than some prede ned constant , called the point location error. Hence the abstract geometric version of our problem is that of nding the LCP of two 3-D point sets with the exact congruence replaced by -congruence.
Previous Work
Here we shall brie y review related work. Given two 2-D point sets, an O(n 8 ) decision algorithm for -congruence under general isometry was given in AMWW88] (in contrast to the O(n log n) algorithms AMWW88, Ata84] for testing exact congruence). Alt TO89] , and Sali and Overington developed a stochastic method using probability density functions SO94].
All these methods, however, have one or more limitations and most are not systematic but are based on some heuristic. Moreover, none of them give a theoretical guarantee of the quality of the output. To address this, Akutsu Aku96] proposed an approximation algorithm for the protein structure alignment problem, with a guaranteed approximation ratio. By using an algorithm for point set matching due to Goodrich et al. GMO94 ], Akutsu's algorithm when given two 3-D point sets A and B corresponding to the protein structures outputs a point set S A of cardinality at least as large as that of the LCP of the two sets under -congruence. The algorithm guarantees the existence of a rigid transformation under which each point of S is at most within 8 distance of a distinct point of B.
Our Work
In this paper we propose algorithms which improve the approximation ratio obtained by Akutsu, without incurring any increase in running time. Next, instead of approximating the constraint imposed by , we propose algorithms which approximate the size of the largest common point set, and give upper and lower bounds on its size. Our algorithms are based on the work of Schirra Sch92]. They are however nontrivial generalizations of Schirra's algorithms which were for solving the -congruence decision problem for two equal cardinality point sets in 2-D, making use of the centroids of the point sets. Our approximation algorithms di er signi cantly these because they involve an optimization aspect and cannot make use of the centroids of the point sets. We next suggest various modi cations of the basic algorithms, resulting in an improvement of their run time. The rst is through an approximate graph matching due to Efrat and Itai EI96] and the second is through the use of random sampling. Finally, we show that the time complexity of our algorithms can be further reduced by a considerable extent in the case of protein chains, by exploiting certain general structural properties of proteins.
In the next section we formally state our abstract geometric problem and outline the algorithm due to Akutsu Aku92] which approximates the -constraint. We show then how this algorithm, in combination with the decision algorithm due to Schirra Sch92], leads to an algorithm for approximating the size of the LCP of two point sets. Following this, we state an exact algorithm for nding the LCP of two point sets when the underlying isometry is a pure rotation. In Section 4 we make use of this exact algorithm to improve the approximation ratio of both the algorithms of Section 2, following which we describe the improvements concerning running time. Section 6 concludes the paper.
Formal De nition of the Problem
We mentioned in the last section that a molecule is represented as a set of points in 3-D Euclidean space, where each point corresponds to an atom of the molecule. A protein may be viewed as a sequence (linear chain) of amino acids which folds in space to generate a three-dimensional structure. Although many substructure matching algorithms for proteins make use of this sequence property, such algorithms can hardly nd useful substructures whose nature is intrinsically 3-D PA94, FNW92]. So we make no assumption about the linear ordering of amino acids in a protein molecule. Unless otherwise mentioned, from now onwards a point set refers to a point set in 3-D, and any isometric transformation is a composition of just a rotation and a translation, not including any mirror image. This restricted de nition of an isometry does not result in any loss of generality, because isometry including mirror image just increases the computation time of any of our algorithm by only a constant factor.
Approximately satisfying the -constraint
In this subsection we state the algorithm due to Akutsu Aku92], modi ed to the context of our problem. Given point sets A, B, and a real number 0, instead of approximating max ( ), the algorithm outputs a subset S A of size min(jAj; jBj) which is 8 -congruent to some subset of B, and max ( ). Before describing the algorithm, we de ne a particular transformation on which this algorithm is based.
For two triplets of points P = (p i1 ; p i2 ; p i3 ) and Q = (q j1 ; q j2 ; q j3 ), let T 1 be the translation that takes the point p 1 to q 1 . Let R 1 be the rotation about the point T 1 (p 1 ) such that T 1 (p 1 ); T 2 (p 2 ) and q 2 become collinear. Finally, let R 2 be the rotation about the R 1 (T 1 (p 1 ))-R 1 (T 1 (p 2 ))] axis, that causes R 1 (T 1 (p 1 )); R 1 (T 1 (p 2 )); R 1 (T 1 (p 3 )) and q 3 to become coplanar. Now let T PQ be the isometric transformation which is the composition of T 1 ; R 1 , and R 2 , i.e. T PQ (p) = R 2 (R 1 (T 1 (p))). Therefore T PQ (p 1 ) and q 1 are coincident, T PQ (p 1 ); T PQ (p 2 ) and q 2 are collinear, and T PQ (p 1 ); T PQ (p 2 ); T PQ (p 3 ) and q 3 are coplanar. For point sets A; B, and a real real number , let min ( ) denote the smallest for which -LCP (A; B; ) exists. Then the following lemma follows directly from GMO94].
Lemma 1. Let l be the bijective mapping underlying -LCP (A; B; min ( )). Let P = (p i1 ; p i2 ; p i3 ) and Q = (q j1 ; q j2 ; q j3 ) be triplets belonging to -LCP (A; B; min ( )) and B respectively, such that p 2 is the farthest possible point from p 1 and the perpendicular distance from p 3 to the line passing through p 1 and p 2 is maximized, and l(p i ) = q i , i = 1; 2; 3. Then the isometry T PQ and the bijective mapping l correspond to -LCP (A; B; 8 min ( )). 
De nition

Approximating max ( )
Making use of the isometry stated in Lemma 1, we shall now state a partial decision algorithm to decide if -LCP (A; B; ) exists, if point sets A, B, and real numbers and are input to the algorithm. This decision algorithm is called partial because it is guaranteed to make a decision only for values of ( ; ) for which is not too close to min ( ). When is too close to min ( ), the algorithm might return DON'T KNOW and such values of are said to constitute the indecision interval. However, whenever the algorithm returns YES or NO, the answer is correct. Algorithm 2.2 has an indecision interval equal to 1 8 min ( ); 8 min ( )). Using this we then construct an algorithm for approximating max ( ) which returns real numbers l and u , such that l max ( ) < u . Finally we analyze the approximation ratio of the algorithm. The graph G(T PQ ; ; A; B) has the same meaning as that de ned in the last subsection. ) and returns real numbers 0 < l u 1, such that max f : > 8 min ( )g l max ( ) and max ( ) < u min f : < 1 8 min ( )g. Proof deferred to the appendix.
An Exact Algorithm for Finding the LCP under Rotation
Now we shall describe an algorithm which on given point sets A, B, a real number > 0, and a xed point p, nds max ( )-LCP (A; B; ) where the underlying isometry consists only of pure rotation about the point p. To understand this algorithm consider -balls around each point of the set B. As the set A is rotated about the point p, points of A move into and out of the -balls of B. The problem is then essentially that of nding the rotation for which the maximum number of points of A are within distinct balls of B.
Let S p denote a sphere centered at p, of radius less than the distance of p from the nearest point of either A or B, and let p 0 be a point on the surface of 
Algorithms with Improved Approximation Ratio
In this section shall we make use of algorithm LCP-ROT to improve the approximation ratio of the algorithms presented in Section 2. For this we rst state a lemma which follows from Lemma 5 of Sch92]. Here, for arbitrary points a and b in space, we use t ab to denote the translation that maps a to b.
Lemma 5. Let isometry I, which is a composition of translation and rotation, and a bijective mapping l, correspond to -LCP (A; B; ). Let a 2 - LCP(A; B; ). There exists a rotation R about the point I(a), such that R and l correspond to -LCP (t aI(a) (A) Here also an additional factor of ( = ) 3 appears in the running time. This is however signi cantly better than the algorithm by Akutsu Aku96] which obtains the same result but introduces a factor of ( = ) 9 in the running time.
Algorithms with Improved Running Time
In this section we present three di erent modi cations of the basic algorithms stated so far, which improve their running time. The rst two are completely general, while the third relies on some structural properties of protein molecules.
Using an Approximation Algorithm for Maximum Matching
In all the algorithms presented so far we use the Hopcroft and Karp 
Improvements using Random Sampling
In this subsection we use standard random sampling techniques to reduce the time complexity of our algorithms by a considerable extent, at the cost of a small failure probability. By now this technique has become fairly standard for this class of problems ATT97, FKL 
Practical Algorithms Exploiting the Structural Properties of Proteins
All the algorithms presented so far have time complexity which are relatively high degree polynomials of the size of the point sets. Recall that these 3-D point sets actually represent some drug or protein molecules, where each point is representative of an atom of the molecule. By exploiting some structural properties of proteins, it is possible to design algorithms with much smaller time complexities compared to those presented so far, however, at the cost of losing the guaranteed performance bounds. But we expect that for all practical purpose they would perform quite well.
A protein is composed of a chain of amino acids linked to each other by peptide bonds. There are three groups of atoms in each amino acid which constitute the backbone of the chain : the central atom C , to which are attached on each side an N-H group and a carbonyl group C 0 =O. An alkyl residue also bound to the C , characterizes the nature of the amino acid but does not take part in the backbone of the chain. The three atoms N, C and C 0 in each amino acid form a triangle which uniquely de nes the position and orientation of the amino acid, and hence the entire protein structure, in space. Thus all the N, C and C 0 atoms act as a backbone or skeleton to which the alkyl residues R are attached. Since the C -N and C -C 0 bond lengths and the N-C -C 0 bond angle are xed, the skeletons corresponding to two common substructures of two proteins will be exactly congruent. Since correspondence between two triplets of points is sufcient to uniquely determine a rigid transformation in space, if we know the correspondence between two amino acids belonging to the common substructures of two protein molecules then we can compute the rigid transformation that results in the two skeletons to exactly coincide. Now consider Algorithm 2.1 where for all possible pairs of triplets form the point sets corresponding to the two molecules, the graph matching algorithm is invoked. When the two molecules in question are protein chains, we invoke the graph matching algorithm for all possible pairs of amino acids from the two proteins. Hence we hit upon a pair of amino acids a and b belonging to the two proteins, such that when the N, C and C 0 atoms of a are mapped to the corresponding atoms of b, the backbones from the two protein atoms corresponding to the common substructure exactly coincide. Clearly, any triplet of atoms belonging to the backbone satisfy the properties of the transformation of Section 2.1. Therefore, under this mapping a protein backbone corresponding to the common substructure is 8 congruent with a substructure of the second protein 
Concluding Remarks
In this paper we have presented several algorithms for identifying the structural similarities between two drug, or protein molecules. An abstraction of this problem is that of nding the largest common point set of two point sets in 3-D under -congruence, where the point location error is speci ed by the end-user. Towards this, we have presented two classes of algorithms : the rst approximates the size of the largest common point set satisfying the point location error exactly, whereas the second only approximately satis es . We have also outlined several techniques which improve the running time of our basic algorithms. We expect that for most problems, depending on the requirement, it would be possible to put together one or more of these techniques to obtain an algorithm which would work well in practice.
In this paper we have treated all molecules to be rigid bodies, and considered only rigid transformations to superimpose one molecule on the other. Although this treatment is adequate for comparing molecules with strong similarities, such a paradigm will fail to identify weak similarities between pairs of molecules. Methods to overcome this limitation need to be explored in future work.
is farthest from p i1 , and p i3 is the point of max ( )-LCP (A; B; ) for which the perpendicular distance from p i3 to the line passing through p i1 and p i2 is maximized. Let l be the bijective mapping underlying max ( )-LCP (A; B; ), and Q = (q j1 ; q j2 ; q j3 ) be the triplet from B such that l(p i l ) = q j l ; l = 1; 2; 3. It follows from Lemma 1 that the graph G(T PQ ; 8 ; A; B) has a matching of size at least max ( ) min(jAj; jBj). Since Algorithm 2.1 checks all possible triplets from A and B, triplets P and Q will be found.
There . This is because some edges of G are larger than , but none are longer than (1 + ) if is the parameter of AM. AM nds a maximum matching in G where G(T PQ ; ; A; B) G G(T PQ ; (1 + ) ; A; B). From EI96] we know that any matching in G(T PQ ; ; A; B) is also a matching in G, and if a matching in G(T PQ ; ; A; B) can be increased by an augmenting path then for a matching of the same size there also exists an augmenting path in G. Thus if G(T PQ ; ; A; B) has a matching of size k, then the approximate matching algorithm AM nds a matching of size k. Hence our new decision algorithm using AM returns YES for any 8 min ( ). But since a maximum matching by AM might have some edges of length between and (1 + ) , the labelling induced by AM along with T PQ correspond to -LCP (A; B; (1 + ) ).
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